Fantasy
Cinder* by Marissa Meyer
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with
handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this futuristic take on the Cinderella story.

Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children* by Ransom Riggs
After a family tragedy, Jacob feels compelled to explore an abandoned orphanage on an island off the coast of Wales, discovering disturbing
facts about the children who were kept there.

Dorothy Must Die by Danielle Paige
Whisked to Oz by a Kansas twister, Amy Gumm discovers that the magical land has been destroyed by Dorothy's tyrannical rule, a situation
that compels Amy to join an order of deposed magic-wielders who seek to put an end to Dorothy's reign.

Shadow and Bone *by Leigh Bardugo
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken from obscurity and her only friend, Mal, to become the protegé of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.

Shiver* by Maggie Stiefvater
In all the years she has watched the wolves in the woods behind her house, Grace has been particularly drawn to an unusual yellow-eyed wolf
who, in his turn, has been watching her with increasing intensity.

Talon* by Julie Kagawa
In a world in which near-extinct dragons pass as humans to grow their numbers secretly, siblings Ember and Dante Hill prepare for destined
positions in the world of Talon only to be hunted by a dragon-slaying soldier.

A Shade of Vampire by Bella Forrest
On the evening of Sofia Claremont's seventeenth birthday she is sucked into a nightmare from which she cannot wake.

The Queen of Tearling* by Erika Johansen
Coming out of exile to ascend her rightful throne, Princess Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, with a cadre of soldiers and the magical Tearling sapphire to
protect her, makes a daring decision that evokes the wrath of the evil Red Queen.

Incarnate by Jodi Meadows
After 5000 years of the same souls being reincarnated, Ana, a new soul, is born and on her eighteenth birthday sets off on a mission to learn the
truth about her existence.

*First Title in Series
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